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Abstract — This article deals with usage of agent-service approach for development of intelligent decision-making support systems (IDSS). Concepts of agent and multi-agent systems are being considered, and description of agent-service approach is given. Detailed description of IDSS “Situation polygon” is provided. This description includes process of development of IDSS with the help of agent-service approach, list of system’s agents and example of a user’s interaction with the system. Architecture of the system is also provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, the concept of intelligent energy systems is spreading in Russia [1, 2]. Also, since 2017, the program of digital transformation of energy is being considered as a part of the program “Digital economy” [3, 4].

However, implementation of this concept, requires, on the one hand – development and utilization of modern information technologies for management of technological infrastructure, and, on the other hand – modernization of the infrastructure itself. Infrastructure modernization is tightly bond with strategic decision-making for energy sector development, and requires, in turn, intellectualization of tools for support of these decisions.

Team, represented by authors, proposed an approach, based on concept of situational management. Main methods of situational management are situational analysis and situational modelling. For implementation of those methods, it is proposed to utilize authors’ methods of semantic modelling (ontological, cognitive, event and probabilistic (based on Bayesian trust network)) [5]. Tools for support those types of modelling (OntoMap, CogMap, EventMap and BayNet libraries) were integrated into intelligent IT-environment, and this environment served as a prototype for the next version – intelligent decision-making support system “Situation polygon”. Due to the fact, that IDSS is using different types of semantic modelling, it was offered to implement it as a multi-agent system.

II. AGENT-SERVICE APPROACH

Authors think, that it is necessary to provide a mathematical description of a methodical approach for the construction of multi-agent systems, before providing a description of usage of agent-service approach.

The system is being created with a specific goal $G$, which must be clearly defined before start of development. This goal will be reached through accomplishing a set of tasks, both simple and complex, and these tasks can be divided into separate subtasks. It is necessary to define a set of all tasks $\{T\}$, and system must be able to solve them. Set of tasks will define a function set of the future system $\{F\}$. System’s functions are divided between agents $\{A\}$ in such a way, that each agent solves its own task, or a part of larger task. So, it is required to make a chain of mappings: $G \rightarrow \{T\} \rightarrow \{F\} \rightarrow \{A\}$.

But actions must be taken in a specific order and part of tasks may be solved in a different way, so it is required to define an order of agents’ call $\{P_{ij}\}$. Using this order and agent set in the system, it is necessary to
generate a set of agent scenarios \( \{S_A\} \), for which it is required to create event models describing these scenarios \( \{E_A\} \). To speed up MAS development, it is advisable to use basic software components for agents \( \{C_B\} \). So, a model of multiagent system can be represented as:

\[
M_{\text{MAS}} = (A, P_A, S_A, E_A, C_B),
\]

where \( A \) – set of agents, \( P_A \) – agents’ call order, \( S_A \) – set of agents’ scenarios, \( E_A \) – set of event models, \( C_B \) – set of basic components.

Based on this mathematical description, Galperov V.I. proposed a methodical approach for creating typical multi-agent systems. Basis of this approach is the method of design and implementation of typical multiagent system (MAS), which was implemented as a method. Full description of this method was given in [8], there will be listed only main steps:

- Description of the future system, based on the specifics of solved task, that includes: determination of a goal of MAS creation, determination of set of tasks \( \{T\} \), determination of set of MAS functions \( \{F\} \), determination of a list of agents \( \{A\} \) based on system’s functions and development of MAS basic components, development of MAS basic components \( \{C_B\} \).
- Development of agents’ scenarios: determination of order of agents’ call \( \{P_A, S_A\} \), development of scenarios of agent calls \( \{S_A\} \), description of scenarios in the form of event models \( \{E_A\} \).
- Development of MAS architecture
- Designing of MAS
- Implementation of MAS

Agent-service approach to development intelligent decision-making support “Situation polygon” is proposed due to following reasons:

- Full situation description requires creation of usage scenarios of different semantic and mathematical modelling tools
- Application of agent-service approach makes it relatively easy to add new modelling tools to the “Situation polygon”
- Some types of modelling require large and complicated calculations, which can be performed simultaneously. Agent-service approach allows to parallelize tasks and, by that, reduce calculation time

III. USAGE OF AGENT-SERVICE APPROACH FOR DEVELOPMENT OF INTELLIGENT DECISION-MAKING SUPPORT SYSTEM “SITUATION POLYGON”

Because of many situations, which have uncertainty factors, and appear while making a strategic decision, the team, represented by the authors, uses two-level technology. Lower level is the level of quantitative estimation of a situation. Upper level represents the level of qualitative analysis, which is made with the help of semantic modelling tools. In general, semantic model is a model, representing concepts of subject domain and relations between them. Usually, ontologies, infological data models (“entity-relationship” model), semantic networks are referred to them. In papers of the mentioned team, ontological, cognitive, event and probabilistic (Bayesian network of trust based) models are being referred to semantic modelling.

Authors propose to consider semantic modelling as a one of the directions of semiotic modelling, in which the graphic representation of the developed models predominates, with elements of cognitive graphics. In order to implement the proposed approach, scientific prototype of intelligent decision-making support system “Situation polygon” is being developing [9]. Now, it’ll be shown how to develop this system considering the approach from the previous chapter.

The main goal of creation of this system is to provide support of decision-making for an expert (or decision-maker). As for a set of tasks \( \{T\} \) we may define this list:

- Support of semantic modelling tools
- To provide an ability to convert one type of semantic model to another (e.g. from ontology to cognitive map)
- Work with knowledge bases, which includes both content and subsequent work with it - searching, editing knowledge, etc.
- Ability to visualize results, obtained from semantic modelling tools, using Geo component
- Work with database to provide the system’s functioning. Database stores system’s configurations, users’ data and some models

To implement this set of tasks, team, represented, by the authors, develops Contingency Management Language (CML) [], which appears to be the one of the main components of the system. CML can be divided into two parts:

- Tools for knowledge manipulation \( M \) (support of representations)
- Tools for knowledge description \( D \) (description of situations, scenarios, control actions)

Fig. 1 displays CML’s metaontology.

As it was said, CML is the one of the main components of the system, and it provides function of knowledge description, interface function and function of components integration.

In accordance with the set of tasks, described above, the system must have a set of functions, which allows, to solve these tasks. From this, we can conclude that the following list of agents is required:
• **Main agent-coordinator** — controls other coordinating agents, contains agent scenarios, which are used for call order of agent-coordinators, provides user’s actions control \( A_{COORD} \)

• **Agent-coordinator of database** — provides access to the database \( A_{DB} \)

• **Agent-coordinator of knowledge base** — provides access to the knowledge base \( A_{KB} \)

• **Agent-coordinator of the semantic modelling tools** — controls agents, which responsible for work of semantic modelling tools \( A_{SM} \). Every tool is an agent too.

• **Agent-coordinator of mathematical modelling tools** — controls agents, which responsible for work of mathematical modelling tools \( A_{MM} \). Every tool is an agent too.

• **Agent-coordinator of visualization tools and Geocomponent** — allow to visualize obtained results as an ontology, cognitive map or by using map services \( A_{GEOVIS} \)

Set of basic components \( C_B \) includes these elements:

• Semantic modelling tools — OntoMap \( C_{ONT} \), CogMap \( C_{COG} \), EventMap \( C_{EVENT} \), BayNet \( C_{BN} \)

• Expert system “Advice” that provides creation and usage of knowledge base

• Repository, that stores semantic models and allow to work with them \( C_{REP} \)

• Database — stores all system’s information \( C_{DB} \)

• Geocomponent — displays obtained results using map services \( C_{GEO} \)

Considering methodic from the previous chapter and lists of agents and components, architecture of intelligent decision-making support system “Situation polygon” can be represented as follows (fig. 2).

Fig. 3 displays example of a workflow for user. List of processes is the following:

• \( A_{SM} \) — work of agent-coordinator of semantic modelling tools. It may finish the work if desired result is achieved, or call next tool of semantic modelling if it is required

• \( A_{ONT} \) — work of agent, responsible for ontological modelling

• \( A_{COG} \) — work of agent, responsible for cognitive modelling

• \( A_{COORD} \) — work of main agent-coordinator

• \( A_{MM} \) — work of agent-coordinator of mathematical modelling tools

• \( A_{INTEK} \) — work of agent, that is responsible for software complex INTEK

List of events is the following:

• \( S_{START} \) — user starts his work with the system and calls tools of semantic modelling

• \( S_{ONT\_INIT} \) — initialization of ontology modelling tool — CML \( (\text{CALL, } C_{ONT}) \). If required, existing ontology will be loaded from the knowledge base

• \( S_{ONT\_FINISH} \) — end of work with ontology modelling tool. Results will be stored in the knowledge base with the help of command CML \( (\text{RECORD, ontology}) \), where ontology is the model, built on current step.

• \( S_{COG\_INIT} \) — initialization of modelling tool for cognitive maps — CML \( (\text{CALL, } C_{COG}) \). If required, can obtain results from the previous step, by calling CML \( (\text{CONVERT, ontology}) \), where ontology is the model, built on previous step.

• \( S_{COG\_FINISH} \) — end of work with cognitive modelling tool. Results will be stored in the knowledge base, control will be returned to \( A_{SM} \)

• \( S_{SEM\_INIT} \) — end of work with semantic modelling tools, control will be returned to the \( A_{SM} \)

• \( S_{SEM\_FINISH} \) — initialization of mathematical modelling tools

• \( S_{SM\_INTER} \) — initialization of software complex INTEK

• \( Res \) — work of system is finished
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, author’s methodic approach for development of typical multi-agent systems (MAS) was considered. This approach is based on the method of designing and implementation of typical MAS and it was implemented as a methodic. Detailed description of intelligent decision-making support system “Situation polygon” is provided and its structure was pictured. Also, this article considers typical workflow for a user of this system.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of “Situation polygon”

Fig. 3. Example of a workflow in the system


